Abstract: Information communication networks are rapidly growing recently. Because of increase of communication overhead, traditional routing protocols using global information of the network, such as topology of the whole network or traffic demands between most of pairs of routers, are facing difficulty in reliable routing. To alleviate this, distributed routing protocols relying only on local observables of the network attract much attention recently. The nonrequirement of global knowledge of the whole network largely reduces communication overhead of these protocols. However, the lack of knowledge can also be a significant drawback of them because they cannot promptly respond to traffic changes that occur on out of their local scopes. It means that network resources cannot be utilized sufficiently. To solve the problem, here, by extending an existing distributed routing protocol called ARAS, we propose a novel routing protocol that utilizes multiple paths in parallel. The protocol adaptively modulates packet allocation ratio to paths based only on local observables of the network. Multipath routing, however, easily give flapping of packet allocation due to competition among multiple routers. We study competition between routers and provide ways to suppress the flapping. We show validity of the proposal using a network simulation where prompt response of packet reallocation is required.
Introduction
Most of currently used routing protocols utilize global information of the network such as topology of the whole network or traffic demands between almost all pairs of routers in the network. Because information gathering from the whole network results in large control overhead, these protocols now face difficulty in reliable operation. For example, OFPF (Open Shortest Path First) [1] , that is one of the most commonly used routing protocol, needs link states between almost all pairs of routers in the network to find the shortest paths between pairs of routers in the network. Then, to fill up the topology table, considerable numbers of control packets must go through the network.
To suppress control overhead and realize reliable operation even in enough large networks [2] , routing protocols relying only on local observables of each router in the network, such as communication delay of data packets that go through each router, attract much attention recently [3] [4] [5] . Owing to nonrequirement of gathering global information of the whole network, these protocols have been shown to largely reduce communication overhead.
One of these protocols is the Adaptive Response Attractor Selection model (ARAS) [6] . ARAS was originally proposed to describe nonlinear dynamics of gene expression of a cell. When the cell is in an environment where a nutrient is insufficient, gene expression network of the cell changes to synthesize the depleted nutrient. This adaptive behavior is well described by stochastic nonlinear dynamics whose phase space has several stable attractors, stable fixed points of the gene network, corresponding to different nutrients. Synthesis of a nutrient then corresponds to autonomous convergence, or selection, of one of these attractors in the phase space.
In the protocol ARAS, each router of the network calculates the stochastic dynamical equation independently and assigns attractors to possible choices of its next-hop node. Each node then sends its packets to a next-hop node corresponding to a selected attractor. By modulating the stochastic equation depending on local observables of each router, i.e. communication delay of data packets that go through the router, the protocol ARAS realizes suitable route selection in which each router can avoid to use congested links for example [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
The non-requirement of global information of the network allows the ARAS to reduce communication overhead. However, the lack of information simultaneously can be a significant drawback of the protocol. In the ARAS, each router selects a next-hop node by referring communication delay via the selected node. Therefore, even though communication delay via one of other next-hop nodes decreases, for example because of resolution of congestion along a path, the router cannot detect the decrease and cannot utilize the path of the lower communication delay than the current selection. Owing to intrinsic stochasticity of the protocol, the ARAS finally finds the better path. However, prompt response is highly difficult.
In order to overcome the problem of the ARAS, here, we propose a distributed multipath routing protocol [12] in which each router uses all of next-hop nodes in parallel rather selecting a nexthop node. A router sends its packets to all of its next-hop nodes with an allocation ratio that is adaptively modulated based on a set of evolution equation similar to ARAS. Owing to almost continuous monitoring of communication delays via all of the next-hop nodes, each router is expected to promptly respond to even sudden change of traffic condition that occurs not only on a path via a single selected next-hop node but via all of the candidates. Because evolution in the phase space of the proposed protocol is identified as adaptive renewal of an attractor, we call the proposed protocol as the attractor renewal model.
Parallel usage of multiple paths, however, may result in undesirable oscillation of allocation ratio of packets called flapping when two or more routers share paths via their next-hop nodes. For example, if packet congestion along one of the shared paths is resolved at a time, multiple routers will increase packet allocation ratio to the node corresponding to the path almost simultaneously. The simultaneous reallocation to the path causes sudden concentration of packets to the path oppositely, which causes endless reallocation of packets.
In order to avoid the flapping, we first study competition between routers in simplest networks. We then propose ways to suppress the flapping with keeping ability of the model to promptly respond to traffic change.
We confirm validity of the proposed model by performing network simulations. We show that the proposed protocol is surely able to respond to traffic changes and achieves nearly optimal communication delay. We also show that the model safely suppresses the flapping even when multiple routers share their paths.
Protocols utilizing multiple paths in parallel has been proposed previously and details of the protocol is carefully discussed [16, 17] . The protocol proposed in [16, 17] , for example, divides a packet into multiple blocks and sends them to multiple paths to their destination simultaneously in parallel. The number of blocks that are allocated to a path is adaptively changed when failure of packet arrival via the path is detected. Therefore, the algorithm is able properly to avoid to use deteriorated paths. However, similar to the ARAS, it is also difficult for the protocol to promptly respond to appearance of a better path because failure of packet arrival is not directly detected by the protocol as far as this uses optimal paths from the first. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first introduce the ARAS and discuss problem of the protocol in the section 2. In the section 3, the proposed model is presented. Competition among routers is discussed in the section 4. The section 5 gives results of network simulations. Further discussion of the model and conclusion are given in the section 6 and 7 respectively.
Adaptive Response by Attractor Selection model
In this section, the ARAS is introduced with brief explanation of the known issue of the protocol.
Attractor Selection model
Attractor selection model is originally proposed as a set of nonlinear equations that describes adaptive control of gene expression about nutrient synthesis of a cell. Assume that the cell is able to synthesize one of two candidates of nutrient. According to environment around it, therefore the cell must select one of these two nutrients. Interestingly, the selection is realized based on the following set of equations that includes terms depending on degree of satisfaction of the cell to its local environment.
where m = (m 1 , m 2 ) is a vector of state variables, α is a variable called "activity" that represents degree of satisfaction of the cell to current environment, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. S(α) = 6α 2+α and D(α) = α are functions that represent gene synthesis and degradation respectively. η 1 , η 2 are the white Gaussian noise that represent fluctuation of the gene expression. Phase space represented by the above equations has two attractors each of which corresponds to one of two nutrients. Evolution of the state variables is thus regarded as a random walk where the state wonders between two attractors. Figure 1 conceptually illustrates how state variables of the ARAS evolves when environment around the cell and the activity changes. In the equation of the ARAS, depth of potential of attractors is set as an increase function of the activity. Therefore, as long as local environment around the cell is comfortable and the value of the activity is kept high, the potential is kept deep and the state tends to stay in the current attractor. Oppositely, if the local environment becomes uncomfortable for the cell, the activity and depth of wells decrease, which allow the state variables to start random walk, which will be end when the state variable finds a comfortable attractor that gives high activity.
Routing with Attractor selection model
The routing protocol ARAS was proposed by extending a set of above equations to a set of Mdimensional dynamical systems that has M attractors corresponding to M candidates of next-hop nodes [9] (M takes an arbitrary integer value).
where α(0 ≤ α ≤ 1) is the activity that represents goodness of the selected next-hop node, which is given as
where w(h) is communication delay measured at time h by sending packets to currently selected nexthop node. W is a constant parameter that representing the size of history in which communication delays are measured to calculate α(h). Functions are defined as
. η i is the white Gaussian noise. Each router in the network independently calculate N −1 sets of equation where N is the number of router in the network. Each set of equations corresponds to a destination from the router. As similar to the original attractor selection, each router thus selects a suitable next-hop node to send packets to each destination based on the activity that represents degree of satisfaction of current choice of the next-hop node to the destination. Because this protocol does not require global information of the whole network but only communication delay from the router to each destination, it largely suppresses communication overhead compared with OSPF for instance.
This advantage, however, simultaneously causes major drawback of the ARAS. Because the activity is defined as a function of measured communication delay of data packets via the currently selected next-hop node to each destination, the ARAS cannot be aware improvement of traffic condition along paths that are linked from currently non-selected next-hop nodes. For example, let assume the ARAS first selects the best next-hop nodes that gives minimum communication delay to each destination. It is common that, owing to temporal increase of traffic demand [13, 14] , traffic condition of the best path deteriorates, which decreases the activity and allows the ARAS to change its selection. After temporal increase of traffic settles, the initial path returns to the best path. However, because the ARAS cannot detect the resolution of temporal change of traffic and cannot go back to the best path, which prevents efficient utilization of network resources.
Routing with the attractor renewal model
In order to solve the problem of the ARAS, here an adaptive multipath routing protocol is proposed. In the protocol, each router allocates packets into multiple next-hop nodes in parallel with an allocation ratio that is modulated based on local measurements.
The attractor renewal model
Let assume that the state vector m represents ratio of packet allocation to next-hop nodes, i.e. the router sends its packets to the ith node with the ratio p i = m i /Σ M k=1 m k . Instead of having multiple attractors, the proposed model is assumed to have an attractor whose position in the phase space corresponds to a ratio of packet allocation. In order to control allocation ratio adaptively, the protocol needs to change the position of the attractor flexibly with reflecting quality of paths. To realize suitable control of the position, the protocol uses a recursive equation that updates the position of attractor with reflecting communication delays from each router.
We first define a function f (d i ) that indicates position of attractor along the ith axis where d i is communication delay measured via the ith node,
Here, D and C are constants to provide a reference value of communication delay and the minimum value of m i respectively. Note that d i is not a constant but can vary in time. The minimum value will be used to characterize the lower bound of frequency in which the router uses the ith next-hop node. Therefore, positive value of C means that all of the next-hop nodes never be excluded to use.
The function of f (d) is designed as communication delay d smaller than D takes a larger value of f (d) while f (d) decays rapidly for d larger than D.
The state variable m i evolves as m i linearly decays to f (d i ) with the time constant τ . Finite nonzero value of τ contributes to prevent harmful flapping of packet allocation as discussed later.
Practically, we update these values periodically with a control period T . 
Basic behavior of the proposed model
To demonstrate basic behavior of the model Eq. (6), solutions of the recursive Eq. (6) with (5) are given for communication delays are given manually as functions of time rather actually measured from routing on a network. Temporal evolution of d i from a router is provided here as a stochastic process with a small fluctuation whose mean varies in time. Two types of time evolution of d i will be given below.
As the first scenario, it is assumed that the path initially providing the optimal or smallest delay becomes the worst at a time ( Fig. 3(a) ). The delay of the initially optimal path 0 (d 0 ) suddenly increases at t = 7500 and the path 1 becomes the best instead. Figure 3 (b) shows evolution of the state values m i . Fall down of m 0 to about C is due to increase of d 0 , which causes decrease of packet allocation to the path 0 , p 0 , and increases p 1 and p 2 that compensate the decrease through normalization. Figure 3 
communication delay achieved by the model to the optimal delay that is equal to delay of the optimal path at each time. The achieved average delay almost faithfully follows the optimal line while it is always slightly larger than the optimal value because the proposed protocol avoids using the optimal path exclusively to ensure prompt response to traffic changes even on suboptimal paths.
The next scenario assumes that the worst path, path 2 , whose delay has been the largest among three paths becomes the best path at a time ( Fig. 4(a) ). Note that the ARAS cannot detect the appearance of the better path and tends to continue to use the initial path in this scenario.
Parallel usage of multiple paths allows the protocol to successfully detect the traffic change on the initially suboptimal path. As the corresponding state value m 2 (Fig. 4(b) ) and allocation ratio p 2 (Fig. 4(c) ) increase, the average communication delay achieved by the model suitably decreases to follow the optimal delay ( Fig. 4(d) ).
Competition among multiple routers
So far, we have seen behavior of a router using the model without considering interaction among multiple routers. Practically, however, multiple routers use the protocol simultaneously rather one router uses this. It may cause competition among routers and harmful oscillation of packet allocation called flapping. Here, the issues by using simplest networks where two routers compete against each other with sharing a path is discussed. Then, solutions to suppress flapping to stabilize routing are provided. Figure 5 describes one of the simplest network where two routers, "a" and "b", compete against each other. These routers share the best path, the path from the router "c" to a destination denoted "d", whose capacity is higher than others, i.e. transmission delay is minimum.
Competition between two routers and flapping of packet allocations
Assume that, despite potentially ability of the best path, traffic condition of the path was initially the worst because of congestion ( Fig. 5(a) , left) and the congestion is cleared at a time. Two routers detect decrease of communication delay along the path and immediately increase packet allocation to the path ( Fig. 5(a) , right). This simultaneous reallocation, however, can result in rapid increase of traffic of the path, which cause another congestion again. This may evoke re-reallocation of packets to the path. Repetition of these reallocations finally results in continuing packet allocation or flapping.
Similar competition between two routers may also occur when two routers, "a" and "b", are in-line rather in parallel with sharing the best path, "a" to "c" via "b" (Fig. 5(b) ). When congestion on the best path is cleared, the router "b" detects the traffic change and moves its traffic to the path (Fig. 5(b) from the left to the middle). It allows the router "a" to detect appearance of the better path, which causes increase of packets sent from "a" to "b" (Fig. 5(b) , right), which can cause rapid increase of traffic on the path and finally flapping. Fig. 3 . Unlike Fig. 3 , however, we assume that communication delay (arbitrary unit) of the initially the worst path, the path 2, becomes the best path at a time. 
Suppression of the flapping
Main cause of the flapping can be too rapid response of routers to change of traffic condition. To test the hypothesis, we perform network simulations of packet allocation corresponding to Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) for various values of τ that characterizes convergence time of the state variable m i to the attractor f (d i ). Figures 6 and 7 show results of the simulations corresponding to Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) respectively. In these simulations, it is assumed that a congestion is cleared at t = 1000 [sec]. As we expected, while packet allocation ratio flaps for τ = 1 in both simulations, flapping calms down as the value of τ is increased. Using a large value of τ , however, reduces sensitivity of the model to rapid fluctuation of communication delay. It may allow routers to stick to use paths with low quality because the model cannot detect degradation of paths with rapid fluctuation (Fig. 8) . We can see that, while large value of τ allows packet allocation ratio stable ( Fig. 8(a) ), achieved communication delay is highly fluctuating (Fig. 8(b) ). The failure is due to the fact that the state valuable m i cannot respond to rapid renewal of attractor that reflects rapid fluctuation of communication delay (Fig. 8(c) ).
In order to solve the problem, definition of the attractor f (d i ) is replaced as f (d i )−λσ(f (d i )) where σ(f (d i )) is the standard deviation of f (d i ) over a time window W . Therefore, now the proposed model is modified as, 
where,
Here a constant parameter λ is introduced to characterize relative importance of fluctuation in definition of the attractor. Figure 9 shows achieved communication delay by the new model with τ = 30 and λ = 2. Instead of Fig. 8 with large fluctuation, communication delays are kept low without rapid and large fluctuation.
Network simulation
In order to confirm validity of the model, a numerical simulation using a queuing network of larger numbers of nodes are performed here. In this simulation, traffic demand on a link is assumed to decrease at a time. Note that this is the situation where the ARAS cannot respond to the change and cannot efficiently use the best path.
Simulation settings
A random network is generated based on the Waxman model [15] that is known to give network topology close to real intra AS network. The number of nodes of the network is N = 30 and the number of edges is E = 90. Capacity of all links is set to 10 [Mbps] and propagation delay along them is set to 2 [msec]. Packet size is fixed 10 [kbits] and TTL is set to 15.
The control period of the model T is set to 10 [sec] . Other parameters of the model are τ = 10, C = 0.0001, D = 8, and λ = 2 unless otherwise stated. For comparison, routing with the ARAS with parameters given at [9] is also simulated.
To mimic congestion and resolution of it, let first set rate of packet generation of a link as 10 [Mbps] whereas others are 250 [kbps] . Then at t = 2000 [sec] the rate decreases to 250 [kbps]. Ideally, therefore, while routers avoid to use the congested link until t = 2000, they promptly respond clearance of the link to start to use this. [sec] (green line). This is because the ARAS cannot detect traffic change that occurs on the congested, or suboptimal, path and cannot change its route to the link. [sec] as it quickly decreases communication delay. However, we can see that, as discussed in the above section, the models with τ = 1 (black line) or λ = 0 (blue line) show strong fluctuations of communication delay during when the congestion occurs. On the other hand, we can see that the proposed model with both a larger value of τ with a finite value of λ well realizes the balance between stable routing even during congestion and prompt response of traffic change even on a suboptimal path (red line).
Results of the network simulation
Because the proposed protocol uses multiple paths in parallel, one may concern about jitter of communication delay and arrival rate of packets to destinations. Actually, it may be possible that jitter of communication delay achieved by the protocol is large because the protocol does not exclude to use paths with large communication delay. It may also possible that packets loop around multiple routers reduce arrival rate of packets because the proposed protocol does not have any function to avoid loops.
To evaluate these possibilities, we measure jitter of communication delay (Fig. 10(b) ) of the session that is the same of Fig. 10(a) and packet arrival rate ( Fig. 10(c) ) over the whole network in the simulation. We can see that jitter converges about 20 [ms] while it fluctuates up to about 40 [ms] temporally, which is even smaller than tolerance values of jitter as it can be used even for voice communication or streaming communication. It is also seen that the packet arrival rate is almost always equal to one, which means almost all packets are delivered to their destination without being discarded due to TTL.
Discussion
In this section, further details of the model are given with considering practical implementation of the protocol to networks.
Constant parameter D
Here, we show how the value of the model parameter D influences on achieved communication delay. As briefly explained, D plays a role of a reference of communication delay in definition of f (d). Because the f (d) is a decreasing function of d with a inflection point characterized by D, the protocol tends to allocate larger amount of packets to a route whose communication delay is smaller than D, whereas only small amount of packets are delivered to a path if communication delay of the path is larger than d. , the achieved communication delay rapidly diverges, which means failure of suitable routing. The reason of the failure is that f (d) decays too quickly to its minimum value C due to too small value of D. It forces position of attractors of almost all paths into the same value as f (d i ) = C and makes routers to allocate these packets to all of their next-hop nodes in equally regardless of measured communication delays. For larger value of D, the achieved average communication delay gradually increases as D increases. The reason of the increase is gradual decrease of difference between f (d i ) for different i for D larger than d i . Based on these findings, we can therefore conclude that D is around the middle of the range of values of d i will realize almost optimal routing with the lowest communication delay whereas larger values of D does not degrade this so much.
Implementation of feedback packets
So far, it is assumed that a router can obtain communication delay to a destination immediately without considering practical implementation of feedback packets. Feedback packets, however, consume network resources, which may degrade routing on the network ( [10] ). To investigate the effect of feedback packets, here we implement them in our network simulation and measure achieved average communication delay (Fig. 11 , blue line). We implement feedback packets as they have field of router ID (128 bit per router) and time stamp (64 bit per router). Therefore, for a path of length K, the size of a feedback packet is 196K. We assume that each router send the feedback packet whenever the router receives a packet as the destination of it.
As shown in the Fig. 11 , achieved communication delay largely increases for D about less that 10 [ms] by implementation of the feedback packets. This is understood as feedback packets increase queuing delay along paths and increases ranges of values of d i , which corresponds to the optimal value of D, in about several milliseconds. We also see that feedback packets only slightly increase the achieved delay for large values of D.
Conclusions
In this paper, a distributed routing protocol is proposed. The protocol uses multiple paths in parallel and adaptively modulates ratio of packet allocation depending on measured delays on these paths. Because adaptive control of the ratio can be interpreted as successive renewal of position of attractors, we call the model as the Attractor Renewal model. Unlike the attractor selection model, the proposed model promptly responds to change, especially improvement, of communication condition not only on primary paths but also on suboptimal paths.
In order to avoid flapping of packet routing, competition among multiple routers are studied since it may result in flapping and have shown that larger values of τ is needed to suppress flapping of ratio packet allocation. However, large values of τ decrease sensitivity of the model to rapid change of measured delay f (d i ). To compensate this, definition of the attractor is replaced to include not only the average value of measured delays but also the variance of them.
Validity of the proposed model is confirmed by using a network simulation in which traffic of a path shows quick but transient change. It is also investigated influence of a model parameter D with considering implementation of feedback packets and found that it should be about the middle of the range of communication delay to destinations.
It must be an important future subject to study design of the attractor function f (d) whereas we have used the Gaussian function. Especially, it will be a fascinating future possibility to consider algorithms under which each router adaptively choses or modulates the function independently from others with reflecting local observables of it.
